MRCTI Wins Millions in IRA Funds

The Association has worked with member cities to secure both Jobs Act and Inflation Reduction Act funds across multiple states with more pending. How can MRCTI help your city with your infrastructure priorities?

The MRCTI Capitol Meeting will include new partnerships and new connections to resources that cities would otherwise not have access to.

Additionally, the Capitol Meeting gives Mississippi River cities unparalleled access to federal agencies and corporate partners not available to many of our cities elsewhere. Our Corridor Is gaining influence!

Largest Employers in Middle America

This year’s Capitol Meeting comes at a critical time as our year-long drought finally lessens. There is more urgency now for resilient infrastructure than ever. Some of our region’s largest employers will be joining us in DC to discuss the future of job growth in our cities and what our Mayors can do to continue to grow opportunities.
MRCTI Convinces Administration to Scale-up
MRCTI leaders held their third meeting with the White House IRA management team headed by John Podesta in Dubai during COP 28. This was a pivotal moment for our Mayors as the White House agreed to work directly with MRCTI on scaling-up the IRA for our cities. Learn more at the Capitol Mtg.